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June 5, 2013.
14:00-15:00 “The Ritz-Carlton” Hotel, 2 Floor Lobby
Registration of participants, lunch

The Special Plenary Session and the Round Table will have their deliberations in parallel
from 15:00 till 18:45

15:00-16:30 Conference Hall “Ball Room 2”
The Special Plenary Session:
«THE SHANGHAI COOPERATION ORGANIZATION MEMBER COUNTRIES: THE STRENGTHENING
OF ECONOMIC RELATIONS AND THE PROMOTION OF INSURANCE»
Topics for reports and discussion:

- General review of insurance markets in the Customs Union, the CIS, the SCO and BRICS.
- Reinsurance market within in the Customs Union, the CIS, the SCO and BRICS – opportunities and restrictions, problems of regulation.
- Harmonization of insurance legislations in the CIS countries.
- International financial center and consolidated reinsurance capacity.
- The influence of the WTO on insurance in the SCO member countries.
- The cover of trans-border and environmental risks.
- Nuclear insurance – cooperation horizons.
- Trans-border trade and insurance.
- Prospects of coinsurance of large-scale projects in the power industry.
- Insurance backing of the trans-border migration flows.
- Prospects of developing the Green Card equivalent (the White Card).

Invited speakers and discussion participants:

Ivanov Sergei Sergeevich
Chairman, OJSC “SOGAZ” Board

Galushin Nikolai Vladimirovich
Deputy Chairman, OJSC “SOGAZ” Board

Dmitriev Vladimir Alexandrovich
Chairman, State Corporation “Bank of Development and Foreign Economic Affairs (VNESHECONOMBANK)”

Mezentsev Dmitriy Fedorovich
General Secretary, the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO)

Kanavskiy Sergei Vadimovich
Executive Secretary, Business Council, the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO BS)

Kostin Andrei Leonidovich
President – Board Chairman, member of the Supervisory Board, OJSC Bank VTB

Motorin Mikhail Albertovich
Acting President, All-Russian Insurance Association (ARIA)

Pankin Dmitriy Vladimirovich
Chief Executive, Russian Federal Service for Financial Markets (FFSM Russia)

Rudenskiy Pavel Olegovich
President, Russian Nuclear Insurance Pool (RNIP)

Finogenov Igor Valentinovich
Board Chairman, Eurasian Development Bank (EDB)
THE PROGRAM OF THE RUSSIAN INSURANCE SUMMIT 2013 (DRAFT)

Fradkov Petr Mikhailovich
Director General, OJSC “Russian Agency for Insurance of Export Credits and Investments”

The heads of regulatory bodies of the insurance industry and the insurance supervision agencies from the member-countries of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization, the CS and BRICS, professional associations of insurers from Belarus, Brazil, India, Kazakhstan, Kirgizia, China, Russia, Tajikistan, Turkey, Uzbekistan, and South Africa.

16:30-17:00 “The Ritz-Carlton” Hotel, 2 Floor Lobby
Coffee break

17:00-18:45 Conference Hall «Ball Room 2»
The Special Plenary Session Continued
«THE SHANGHAI COOPERATION ORGANIZATION MEMBER COUNTRIES: THE STRENGTHENING
OF ECONOMIC RELATIONS AND THE PROMOTION OF INSURANCE»

15:00-16:30 Conference Hall «Ball Room 1»
Round Table:
«THE CRISIS OF THE COMPULSORY MOTOR TPL – WAYS OF OVERCOMING»

16:30-17:00 “The Ritz-Carlton” Hotel, 2 Floor Lobby
Coffee break

17:00-18:45 Conference Hall «Ball Room 1»
The Round Table Continued

The program is being developed by the Russian Association of Motor Insurers (RAMI)

19:00-22:00 Hall «O2 Lounge» at the “The Ritz-Carlton”, floor 12
Gala dinner (buffet)

June 6, 2013
9:00-10:00 “The Ritz-Carlton” Hotel, 2 Floor Lobby
Registration of participants, morning coffee

10:00-12:00 Conference Hall «Ball Room 1»
First Plenary Session:
«A NEW ARCHITECTURE OF FINANCIAL REGULATION »

Topics for reports and discussion:

- Global problems in regulating insurance.
- The insurance market – strategic goals and strategic approaches.
- Development of relations between the state and the insurance market.
- The process of establishing a Single Body for Financial Markets Regulation – stages, time schedule, expected results.
- What will be the outlook of the insurance market within the Single Economic Area and the WTO regulatory standards.
- Development trends of insurance supervision in the EC countries.
- The experience of interaction between insurance associations and financial regulators.
- Ways of developing self-regulation in insurance.
Invited speakers and discussion participants:

Nabiullina Elvira Sahipzadovna  
Assistant to President of the Russian Federation

Bunin Pavel Borisovich  
President, Russian Association of Motor Insurers (RAMI)

Grigoryev Alexandr Valeryevich  
Chairman of the Board, Director General, Open Joint Stock Insurance Company «Ingosstrah»

Ivanov Sergei Sergeyevich  
Chairman, OJSC “SOGAZ” Board

Moiseev Alexei Vladimirovich  
Deputy Minister of Finances of the Russian Federation

Motorin Mikhail Albertovich  
Acting President, All-Russian Insurance Association (ARIA)

Pankin Dmitriy Vladimirovich  
Chief Executive, Russian Federal Service for Financial Markets (FFSM Russia)

The name of the speaker will be supplied later  
The Russian Federation Central Bank

Bernard Spitz  
President, French Insurance Association (FFSA)

Suleimenov Timur Muratovich  
Collegium member – Minister for Economy and Financial Policy, Eurasian Economic Commission (EEC)

Volker Henke  
International Department Chief, German Insurance Association (GDV)

Yuryev Andrei Vasilyevich  
President, National Union of Liability Insurers (NULI)

12:00-12:30 “The Ritz-Carlton” Hotel, 2 Floor Lobby  
Coffee break

12:30-14:30 Conference Hall «Ball Room 1»  
Second Plenary Session: «THE STRATEGY FOR DEVELOPING INSURANCE – NEW MILESTONES AND NEW LANDMARKS»

Topics for reports and discussion:

- The strategy for market development and the road map – specification, detailed elaboration, updating.
- The influence of the market development strategy on the present and future rule-making in the field of insurance.
- Services standards in the financial markets – toward a harmonization of interests between suppliers, customers and the regulatory entity.
- Admission in the WTO – its influence on the current and strategic plans of insurers.
- Anti-monopoly regulation in insurance – in the interests of customers and the market.

Invited speakers and discussion participants:

Bizhdov Korney Datkovich  
President, National Association of Agro-Insurance (NAAI)

Burykina Nataliya Viktorovna  
Deputy of the State Duma, the Russian Federation federal Assembly; Chairperson, the RF State Duma Committee for the Financial Market
Brovkovich Kirill Konstantinovich  
Director General, CJSC “SK TRANSNEFT”

Golodets Olga Yurievna  
Vice-Premier, the Russian Federation

Gudyma Natalya Vladimirovna  
President, League of Insurance Organizations of Ukrain (LIOU)

Zaretskiy Alexandr Mikhailovich  
President, Association of Life Insurance Companies (ALIC); President, CJSC “MetLife Alico”

Zhuk Igor Nikolaevich  
Deputy Chief, Russian Federal Service for Financial Markets (FFSM Russia)

Kravchuk Svetlana Georgiyevna  
Chief of Department of Compulsory Medical Insurance Organization, Federal Compulsory Medical Insurance Fund (FCMIF)

Kuznetsov Dmitri Yuryevich  
President, Inter-Regional Association of Medical Insurers (IRAMI)

Dr. Götz Kuras  
Partner, Oliver Wyman Strategy Consultants

Alexandr Mai  
Board Chairman, Director General, CJSC “ERGO Russ”

Merzlyakova Irina Valerievna  
President, Belorussian Insurance Association (BIA)

Motorin Mikhail Albertovich  
Acting President, All-Russian Insurance Association (ARIA)

Murychev Alexandr Vasilyevich  
Executive Vice-President, the Russian Union of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs

Savosin Sergei Vladimirovich  
Director General, LLC Insurance Company “Soglasie”

Sergeeva Olga Sergeevna  
Chief of Department of Financial Markets Control, the RF Federal Anti-Monopoly Service (FAS)

Surinov Alexandr Evgenyevich  
Chief Executive, Federal State Statistics Service

Yuriev Dmitriy Vladimirovich  
Deputy Minister of Agriculture, the Russian Federation

---

**14:30-15:30 Conference Hall «Ball Room 2»**

Lunch

The Special Plenary Session and the Round Table will have their deliberations in parallel from 15:30:00 till 17:15
15:30-17:15 Conference Hall «Ball Room 1»
First Plenary Session:
«LIABILITY INSURANCE – TENDENCIES, PROBLEMS AND DEVELOPMENT PROSPECTS»

Topics for reports and discussion:

- Improvement of government regulation in the field of environmental and industrial safety in Russia.
- Cooperation between state and business in disaster prevention and relief.
- Liability insurance – development trends, strategic goals and the role of the National Union of Liability Insurers (NULI).
- The prospects of introducing new obligatory lines of insurance.
- The results of the first year of implementing the Law on the Compulsory Insurance of Hazardous Facilities – problems and ways to solve them.
- The Compulsory Insurance of the Carriers’ Liability – the areas of improving the regulatory legal framework.
- Professional liability and the liability of self-regulating organizations in the field of construction.
- The prospects of promoting the D&O insurance in Russia.
- The prospects for setting up guarantee and indemnification funds in particularly demanding and socially important lines of business.

Invited speakers and discussion participants:

Bondareva Yulia Eduardovna
Deputy Chief, Russian Federal Service for Financial Markets (FFSM Russia)

Bryk Dmitriy Ivanovich
Department Manager, FSBI “All-Russian Research Institute on Problems of Civil Defense and Emergencies of Emergency Control Ministry of Russia” (FGU VNII GOChS); Candidate of Technical Sciences

Gusar Svetlana Viktorovna
Insurance Development Director, National Union of Liability Insurers (NULI)
The name of the speaker will be supplied later

Federal Service for Environmental, Technological and Nuclear Oversight (ROSTEKHNADZOR)

Moskvichev Evgeniy Sergeevich
Deputy of the State Duma, the Russian Federation Federal Assembly; Chairman, the RF State Duma Committee for Transport

Pisarevskiy Evgeniy Leonidovich
Deputy Chief, Federal Agency for Tourism of the Ministry of Culture, the Russian Federation

Chyasnavichus Yulyus Kyastutovich
Researcher, FGU VNII GOChS, Emergency Control Ministry of Russia

Yuriev Andrey Vasilyevich
President, National Union of Liability Insurers (NULI)

17:15-17:45 “The Ritz-Carlton” Hotel, 2 Floor Lobby
Coffee break

15:30-17:15 Conference Hall «Washington»
Second Section Session:
«AGRO-ISURANCE – AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT »
The program is being elaborated by the National Association of Agro-Insurance (NAAI)

Invited speakers and discussion participants:

Bizhdov Korney Datkovich
President, National Association of Agro-Insurance (NAAI)

Gainutdinova Alsu Vitalievna
Director, Department of Development of Economy Sectors, Ministry for Economic Development of the Russian Federation
Dorozhkin Kirill Alexandrovich
Director, FSBI «Federal Agency of State Support of Insurance in Agro-Industrial Production»

Egorov Innokentiy Nikolaevich
Member of the Committee of the for Agrarian and Food Policy and Environmental Management, Federation Council of the RF Federal Assembly

Zlochevskiy Arkadiy Leonidovich
President, Russian Grain Union

Kulik Arkadiy Gennadiyevich
Devision Manager for the Development of Credit Products for Agro-Indutrial Complex, Corporate Business Department, OJSC «Sberbank Rossii »

Kutsenko Anatoliy Anatolievich
Director, Department of Economy and Analysis, Ministry of Agriculture, Russian Federation

Skurikhin Pavel Valerievich
President, National Union of Grain Producers

Representatives of the Russian Federation Ministry of Agriculture, Federal Service for Financial Markets (FFMS Russia), agricultural producers and related departments of insurance entities

15:30-17:15 Conference Hall «Moscow 1»
Round Table:
«LIFE INSURANCE – A NEW STAGE IN THE DIALOGUE»
Moderators: Chernin M.B., Zaretzkiy A.M.
Main topics:
• Self-regulation in life insurance – prerequisites and prospects.
• Life insurance and pension reform.
• Social insurance – prospects for life insurers, if any.
• Greater transparency and reliability – directions approaches and instruments.
• The institution of actuaries promoted as an impetus for the development of the life insurance market.
• Agents’ channel, its extension and deepening.
• Corporate like insurance as an important growth driver and the key to popularization.
• Banks and insurers – promotion of relations and new emphases.
• The role of a brand – positive and negative effects.

Invited speakers and discussion participants:

Balakireva Vera Yuriyevna
Deputy Director, Department of Financial Policy, the Ministry of Finances of the Russian Federation

Zaretzkiy Alexandr Mikhailovich
President, Association of Life Insurance Companies (ALIC); President, CJSC “MetLife Alico”

Ignatiev Ignat Mikhailovich
Director, Department of Pension Maintenance, Ministry of Labor and Social Protection of the Russian Federation

Kigim Andrey Stepanovich
Chairman, Social Insurance Fund of the Russian Federation

Samiev Pavel Alexandrovich
Deputy Director General, “Expert RA” Rating Agency

Chernin Maxim Borisovich
Director General, OJSC “Sberbank Strakhovaniye”

Yakusheva Irbina Vladimirovna
Director General, OJSC IC “SOGAZ ZHIZN”

17:15-17:45 “The Ritz-Carlton” Hotel, 2 Floor Lobby
Coffee break
15:30-17:15 Conference Hall «Moscow 2,3»
Russian-German Round Table on motor insurance:
«TOPICAL PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS OF MOTOR INSURANCE DEVELOPMENT IN THE STRATEGY OF DEVELOPING THE INDUSTRY FOR THE PERIOD ENDING IN 2020»
Moderator: Sergey Savosin

Main topics:

- The role and place of motor insurance in promoting retail insurance in Russia and its prospects in keeping with the Strategy of Developing the Insurance Market for the Period Ending in 2020.
- Motor market in Germany and the role and activities of the GDV for the development of this vital insurance class.
- Insurance telematics for improving the terms of Insurance Treaties, taking the evidence of motor accident’s circumstances and optimization of loss settlement process.
- A single method for damage appraisal in the event of a motor accident.
- The methods and practice of appraising damage inflicted on the transport vehicles in Germany, France and United Kingdom.
- The situation prevailing in the market of independent verification and ways of development.
- Introduction of a single method for appraising damages inflicted on a motor vehicle in motor vehicle accidents.
- A single information space.
- UNIWAGNIS database for combating frauds: stages of introduction and methods. Interaction of insurers with the traffic police.
- Establishment of a single information space for motor insurance, transport vehicles registration, drivers, penalties imposed on drivers, violations of the Traffic Rules, motor vehicle accidents and other information pertaining to traffic safety.
- Vehicle fitness inspection – performance procedure, its role in insurance, accessibility of the database to insurers.
- Promotion of insurance policies’ electronic sales and extending the practice of an electronic documents management in the retail lines of insurance.
- Prospects of developing this line of business – priority areas of improving motor insurance in Russia.

Invited speakers and discussion participants:

Representative of the Ministry of Transport of the Russian Federation

Representative of the Federal Service for Financial Markets (FFMS Russia)

Volker Henke
International Department Chief, German Insurance Association (GDV)

Frank Thyrolf
German Insurance Association (GDV)

Representatives of the Russian Association of Motor Insurers (RAMI) and the All-Russian Insurance Association (ARIA)

Representatives of insurance companies attending the 11th International Insurance Conference (Russian Insurance Summit 2013)

17:15-17:45 “The Ritz-Carlton” Hotel, 2 Floor Lobby
Coffee break

Working language of the Conference is Russian. Simultaneous translation into English is provided for foreign participants.

The program of the 11th International Insurance Conference (Russian Insurance Summit 2013) is still in process. See updated version on the Conference’s program on Web-site: www.insuranceconference.ru